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Is the bread 
ofeducation 
worth the 
dough your 
putting into 
t-t?_ 
By Makena Sage 
Stall \tVriter 
Th e" average college senior 
graduat w ith $24,000 in 
debt m 2009, according to a 
report from th P roject of Stu­
dent ebt. B t is the price tag 
reaUy worth it? On the after­
noon of Wednesday, April 
6th, f r Bryant tudents will 
be teaming up with a group 
of students from the Cam­
bridge LInion to try and settle 
that qu ' stion, once and for all 
The Cambridge Debater is 
an annual event during wh ich 
two teams - each made up of 
two "Bryant students and two 
Cambrid e Union student'­
deba! a topic tl at is r levant 
to the liv s )f Bryant t\.ldents. 
TIus year' s topic ' : " Is the 
cost of higher education 
w rth it for th ben fits 
arnecP" Th f ur ry.mt de­
baters are Coburn Childs, 
Makena Sage, Leticia Santana, 
an d Joelle Sopariwa 3. Two 
moderators, Mike ro 'n and 
Jessica Komoroski, will be 
hosting the event. 
For those of you who may 
be wondering, the Cambridge 
Union Society is ne of the 
oldest debating institutions in 
the world . It was founded in 
1815 and as developed a 
worldwide reputation as a 
noted symb of free speech 
and open debate. The de­
baters tour colleges around 
the U.s . each. pring, and we 
are fortunate ough to have 
them vi itillg the Bryant cam­
pu", Aprll 2nd to participate in 
thi.· year's Cambridge De­
b tes. 
The annual event is spon­
sored by Omicron Delta 
Kappa (ODK), Bryant's Na­
tional Leadership Honors So­
ciety, to raise awareness about 
the organization, as well as to 
encourage a global perspec­
tive at Bryant. It does this by 
bringing a world-renowned 
See "Dough" on pg. 2 
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Snooki to deliver Bryant's 2011 
Commencement Address 
By Jessica Komoroski 
Editor-in-Chief 
She's been seen fist-pump­
ing in Seaside Heights, New 
Jersey and Miami, Florida. 
Last year, she advocated on 
behalf of spray tans aiter 
President Obama increased 
the tax on tanning booths. 
Now, n May 21, 2011, icole 
"Snooki" . olizzi will be jom­
ing the Bryant Community for 
the 2011 Commencem ent Ac­
tivities. 
Snooki will serve as the 
C mmen.cement speaker for 
the 148th ommencement al 
Bryant Uruverslty. She fol~ 
lows such :ipeakers as Presi­
den ' George H.W. Bush in 
2008, Red Sox Prestdenl and 
CEO Lawrence Lucchino in 
2009, and U.S. Senator Jack 
Reed in 2010 
Snook) has taken a front 
seat to tardom thanks to 
MTVs hit ""alit show, Jersey 
Shore. On the show, she is 
Hen seen mold ing her hair 
ro s or Mic el ync 
See uSnooki". pg 5. 
The man, the myth, the legend 
dents who finish the 
dass say it was one 
of their most fulfill­
ing experiences at 
Bryant and even rec­
ommend it to their 
fri ds. 
The man behmd 
the infamous course 
is Professor Michael 
Lynch. Prafessor 
Lynch .fi.rst came to 
Bryant in 1976 w hen 
he agreed to teach 
for one semester, 
which later turned 
hael Lynch at left , pictured with Bryant grad- into one year. :ru~-
. . five years later, he IS 
uate student Nicholas Demce. (University Relations) 5...11 h B ' P f 
J 1 · , l,lll ere, u, ro es-By ~cque y~ A~mIr~t? sor Lynch is much more than a sixty-year-
Asslstant Edztor-m-Chzef old man standing in front of a classroom 
If you are a Bryant student, I'm sure full of students giving the same lectures 
you have heard stories about Corp rate year after year. 
Taxation, aka ACG 3.51. The class has the First of all, he was recently named to 
reputation of being one of the most diffi­ the United States Triathlon All-American 
cult at Bryant. Though the tests are open Team and finished in the Top 10 in the 
book and open notes, students still find United States for men age 60 and over. 
themselves having to work extremely That's right, not only is he one of the most 
hard. Surprisingly, the majority of the stu­ well liked and respected professors at the 
University, e is also one of th most, if 
not the most, in-shape person on campus. 
Professor Lynch "first began swimming 
in 1956, running in 1965, and competed in 
his first triathlon in 1982. He made the de­
cision early on in life that he wanted to be 
the best at everything he did. Professor 
Lynch says he finds that the better he 
trams, the better he teaches, and the better 
life he leads. This year it is clear that his 
training paid off . 
He starte off 1e comp titive se.1SOTI 
with the goal of maJring the All-American 
Te8.llL Com peting in thirteen triathlons, . 
he went undefeated on the yea , winning 
his age group in every race. In two of 
those races, .in which ninety percent of the 
compebtors are between the ages of 18 
and 26, Prof ssor Lynch was able to finish 
in the top 3 overall. 
One race in particular stuck out for 
Professor Lynch this season. The race was 
in Pittsburgh with the swim in the Al­
leghany River and the race finishing right 
outside Three River Stadium. There were 
three different races going on with over 
one thousand participants. In Professor 
See "Professor Lynch". pg 2. 
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into a giant "pouf" and wear­
ing bedazzled sunglasses 
w ith tiny, leopard print 
dresses. According to her 
website, Snooki is "a native of 
Poughkeep ie, N.Y .. . who 
comes from a close-knit Ital­
ian family. Fun, outgoing, 
spontaneous, loving, and 
loud" are just a few words 
that descrjbe her. Before JeT­
se Shore, she was a veteri­
nary t£ch major. 
Since fist-pumping her 
way into the spotlight, Scoo 
has app ared on mul tip1e 
major talk shows and award 
shows. Sh 15 also regular 
_taple of hit gossip logs such 
as Perez Hilton and TMZ. 
However, the glamour of 
reality teleVi '10 fame is not 
what drove Bryanl University 
to welcoming her as the Com­
mencement speaker. RatheT, it 
j her savvy business sense 
and abiFf) to market her elf 
to a di,' .rSe rang of viewer. 
SnookI is the author f the 
bestselling book, It' 5 a ' hor 
In this week's Archway 
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diet and stretching as two key 
components of his success. Professor Lynch 
 Dough 
 Continued from page 1 Too many people, Professor 
Lynch says, expect instanta­ and award-winning team from an international debating soci­many years? Professor Lynch Continued from page 1 	 neous results and gratification. ety to campus to enlighten the Bryant community about a topic says he began work with the He advises students to "pick that affects each and every one of us. law practice to earn incomeLynch's race there were about something you think that you Tickets will be available for free in the Center for Student In­and to make mistakes in order475 competitors. will enjoy and will benefit the volvement. The Debates will be held on the afternoon of to learn from them. He said heBefore the race started, it people around you but know Wednesday, April 6th, at 4:30pm in]anikies. For more in forma­would always take clients was determined that the water that nothing becomes enjoy­ tion about the Cambridge Union Society, feel free t visit "\ ir whose problems he didn'ttemperature was at the point able until you become good at website at: http://www.eus. rg. If you have any questions think he could solve so heat which competitors are it." about the event, please contact us at omicrondeltakappa@orga­could beat the challenge. banned from wearing wet­ Professor Lynch thinks his nizabons.bryant.edu.After many years, Professor suits. Being a superb swim­ experiences as an elite tri-ath­Lynch says he has accom­mer, Professor Lynch was lete help him to better relate to plished everything he wanted thrilled at this news as he students. His experiences, heto in the law practice, so heknew he now had an edge on says, prevent him from "being does not have much motiva­his competition. As he pr ­ just some old man up theretion to d it anymor . He does dicted, he swam great and te ing the same stories andsay, however, that if clien t came out of the water in giving the same lectures year comes in with an easy prob­eighth place. after year." He tries to keep his lem and a checkbook, he's in.For this race, Professor information current by incor­Today, Professor Lynch Lynch had dedded to forgo porating updates to the tax spends the time he previously the hassle of traveling with his law and sometimes having dedicated to his law workexpensive race bike so he had students read articles he hasworking with his !ion who is a rented a bike the day before published.Ph.D. and does a lot of high the race for forty dollars. After Professor Lynch says level research. the swim, he hopped on his Bryant students are of very Professor Lynch is also the rented bike and felt really high quality, and he thinksdirector of Bryant Graduate good as he biked along the in­ they realize they are getting School's Masters in Taxation. terstate highway. their money's worth in his He is proud of the part he hasThough he was feeling class. The students are part of The Cambridge debaters pictured from to Joelleplayed in the tremendous good, Professor Lynch was the reason Lynch says he has Sopariwala, Leticia Santana, and Makena Sage not pic­growth of the program in the worried about the run, be­
"the best job in the world." tured is Coburn Childs). Moderator Mike Cronin is on the last couple of years. He wascause in his words, "I'm get­ When he taught his first far right. (Not pictured is Moderator Jessica Komorowski). even recently able to hire a for­ting old." However, as he ran (Kelsey Nowak) collegiate class at the Univer­mer student to teach an estatethe course he saw himself sity of Rhode Island, Professor and gift tax class for the pro­passing people who looked Lynch was younger than all of gram.much younger than he is. his students. That doesn't hap­So how does he manage to When he finished the race and pen much anymore, and with Checkoutdo it all? Though he admits it had cooled down, he headed his goal to be at Bryant for fiftyis difficult to balance, he says The Archwayover to the charts to see his re­ years, it's not likely to happenhe sticks to a strict plan as partsults. However, he couldn't on the web! again.of an overall strategy. In hisfind his name anywhere and So for now, Professor athletic training, Professor worried he had been disquali­ Lynch is living by the saying, Lynch says he takes more rest fied. An hour later, he went 
"In the first third of your life and easy days than most peo­ Twitter:@thearchwayback and checked again and you learn, in the next third ple. "People have so manyfound his name. He had fin­ you earn, and in the last third hard days with few easy days FB: Th Arch ay ished 20th overall. you return." "I'm in the return that they end up not going Did I mention he has also part now and I'm having a lot ryan cbwa .comhard enough on the hardbeen part of a very successful of fun."days." He also dtes the right law practice in Providence for 
In
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Leveraging your 
beveraging 
By Debbie Tumer 
Dietician 
FW1ctionai Beverages: They're not water, 
they 'r not j ice and they're not mill<. So 
what are they? And, at allnost $3 per bottle, 
are they worth he cost? 
The US functional beverage market COD­
sistsof energy drinks, sports beverag s ,and 
n llt.n ent-enhanced drinks including vitamin­
, mmeral-, and herbal-enhanced fruit drinks, 
te~s, dairy drinks, and waters. Despite little 
eVI~ence that these beverages live up to their 
claIms, sales of energy drinks and shots are 
soaring. Sadly, along with the soaring sales, 
some very neg tive health consequences ac­
company these drinks. 
Sp rts Drink .: First off energy drinks 
(R bull, Rockstar, Soda) should not be on­
fused with sports dnnks (Gatorade, Power­
ade) . Sports drin s were designed to 
rehydrate the athl te who is engaged i 
strenuous actiVity for more than an hour. 
Th~ drinks contain salt anu .ugars in pro­
portions that help the body absorb fluids 
and salts lost in sweat during enduran ce ex­
e.r~ ~ost pe pIe assume that since sp rts 
dnnks mclude the word "sport" in tl em, 
then it must be nece ary to drink them 
when parti 'pating in a y kind of workout 
or athletic actiyjty, right? Gu ' s again. If 
you are the casual exerciser wh u alk on 
the treadmill or does aerobics, yo do not 
need to rehydrate with a sports drink. You 
will not lose the fluids in sw at that iliesE> 
drinks are made for . In fact, you cou ld cause 
more harm ilian good. The additiv s in these 
d rinks ften will cause GI distress for the av­
erage exerciser. Save your money; drink 
water! 
Energy Drink : Energy drinks on the 
other hand often make big promIses '\o\rith lit­
~e sci nc to back them up. Some say they'll 
mcrease energy and alertness, others offer 
extra nutrition and some even claim to boost 
your athletic and/or academic performance. 
But once you cut through the hype and look 
past the flashy packa ing, chances are what 
you're mostly getting lli a -tiff Jose f ",ug, r 
and caffeine. 
Energy drinks are formulated to deliver 
caffeine and other stimulants, such as 
guarana, to give the drinker a rush of en­
ergy. They are not designed to replace lost 
fluids during exercise. So whats the prob­
lem? Makers of so-called "energy" drinks 
generally market them as dietary supple­
ments. Dietary supplements are regulated 
differently than food, and the FDA does not 
approve or review the products before they 
are marketed. Although the FDA limHs the 
caffeine contents of cola-type soft d rinks, no 
such limit is required on energy drinks. 
Caution is warranted for those who 
choose to consume energy beverages. Al­
though consumption of a single energy bev­
erage should not lead to excessive caffeine 
intake, consumption of two or more bever­
ages in a single day can. These products are 
far more potent than coffee or soda due to 
the added stimulants. 
. <?ua~ana is a powerful substance very 
sm1ilar m chemical makeup to caffeine. Man­
ufacturers use guarana in 
many cases to hide the fact that 
th .rproduc ha e caffeine in 
them. Taurine and ginseng aT 
added to enhan e the caffeine 
effects. When combined into 
one product, the caffeine and 
sugar effects end up doing 
harm to your organs. Blood 
pressure elevates and your 
heart and kidneys go into over­
time, working harder to main­
tain a normal blood pressure. 
Dehydration becomes a prob­
lem, increasing the likelihood 
of an energy "crash-and-bum" 
effect. Ultimately you have 
just spent money on a product 
that does harm to your body 
and your performance ability. 
Fitness Waters (Propel, Vita­
minWater): These must be 
good for you right? These 
See "Beverage", pg 4. 
• •urvlvor rles 
Contributed by Colleges Against Cancer 
I am a survivor of breast cancer. I was 37 when I 
was diagnosed -- a single mom with two children ages 
8 and 6, and I was a full-time faculty member in the 
math d pa trnent at Bryant University at the time. 
Two yea previous to the diagnosis, I found the lump 
mysel£, but my d?ctor said it was nothing to worry 
about, so we left It. It not only grew in those 2 vears, 
but it also trav led if to my lymph nodes, whicl1 0f 
course complicated the issue. 
I was diagnosed in May, had surgery that summer, 
and then began chemotherapy in the fall. I needed to 
keep working for income, so during that fall semester 
I taught while doing chemotherapy at Mass General 
Hospital. The chemo made me so sick that I had to be 
hospitalized for 3 days for the treatments. The first 
day was j':lst to hydrate me, because I was gain Lo be­
come so SICk. On the second day while they gave me 
the chemo, they also gav me a dmg to cause amn sia, 
s that I would not remember how sick I actually bt'­
worse, I had just received and deposited into the bank 
all the Blue Cross insurance checks to pay all the doc­
tors' bills in Mass General. That money was lost. I 
a~so lost my paycheck and my child support payment, 
smce they were both direct deposited. Life was not 
easy. 
I place all my trust in God, and I have learned to 
take life one day at a time. As I went through this 
whole ordeal, people were so good to me. 1 would re­
c~ive the most thoughtful notes from peopl . S me­
hmes I would receive a note or a small gift from 
someon~, who I didn't even think liked me very much. 
You reahze that most people are genuinely good, and 
we do help each other through this life, 
I have received the gift of good health again. I am 
very ac~ve, and respedal1y love to play the elusive 
game at golf. I lost my mom to br ast cancer this past 
~eptemb~r, and I lost one of my best friends and golf­
109 b~l.dcties to breast cancer this past January. She was 
53, wile and m ther of 2 boys. I con sider my elf s 
bl ssed. 
came. Th last ay was ju t 
to recuperate. 
Teaching that emester 
was achIa]]y a God" end , T 
had lost all my hair and quite 
a bit of weight, 0 rwasn't 
looking 0 great or feeling 
loo well. Ea h day that I 
could go into class and teach 
and take my mind off my iU­
ess for a few hours was like 
bavinga mini vacatio . Twas 
also coaching the women's 
gall team at lhat time. My 
player and an my students 
were so terrific. TI1ey mad tO' 
me feel normal and even wel­
me in the classroom and TH E BRYA NToul on Lhe cou . 
The hardest part for m G RA DUATE PRO G RAMSw s watching my children 
w orry about me and worry 
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in about losing me. To this day 
their chosen professions. As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumnimy now 30-year-old daugh­
community that includes industry leaders across the country and around the world. ter will start to cry a bit ii 
someone brings up this sub­
ject. My daughter, then 8, T Hl:.B RY NT MBA ONE;-Y R P ROGRAM 
ru d to com 1etely run th f 1 , ,< 
house herself: get ilie meals, 
• 	 No profeSSIOnal experience necessary 
make lunches for the next 
• 	 Distinguish yourself in a competitive day, make sure everyone's job market homework and piano prac­
• 	 Gain hands-on experience with theticing was done, and organ­ Business Practicum ize rides to any after-school 
activity, etc. I never felt that 
THE BRYAl'o.'T MBA TwO-YEAR PROGRAMthis could possibly be the 
Part-time, even",s program for profe,sionals f romend. I was always confident 
any field that I would beat this cancer, 
• Develop high-level business skills for but 1 did wonder why I got 
long-term career success breast cancer. It was a hard 
• Enter and progress through the program time, but the iliree of us be­
with a supportive team came very close .. . and we still 
are. • 	 Build your network while enhancing 
your resumeI finished chemo in De­
cember of 1990. In January of 
T HE B RYANT MASTER OF P ROFESSIONAL 

ACCOl.. VTA.:-;CY (M PAc) 

fu/l-'lIM!!, day program (or a(Cllunting malo''''' 

• 	 Meets the 150 hour requirement for 

CPA licensure 

• 	 Complete in Summer/Fall, 

Summer/Summer, Fall / Spring, or 

Spring/ Summer 

• Tax concen tratIOn available w'ith 
Summer/Fall or Summer/Summer plan 
THE BRYANT MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
TAXATION (MST) 
Part-time, eveni"g program for tax professionals 
• 	 Build an expertise in all areas of taxation 
• 	 Network with tax executives and industry 
profeSSionals 
• 	 Flexible scheduling options 
Upcoming Info Session: Wednesday, April 13 at 5:30pm in MRC 41991, I was about to begin ra­
diation treatments. On Janu­ www.bryant.edu/ gradschool • 4°1-232-623° 
ary t 1991, we had a banking 
crisis in Rhode Island, and I G R.-\ OUAIT SCHOOL OF BU5I Nl.'~S 
~mithficld, Rhode Island lost every peIlly I owned. ! Bryant 
\\'\vw.bryant.edu literally had $20.00 in my UNIVERSITY (4m) 2} ,-6 , lOpocketbook. Making matters 
Meet with PC's MBA Program director, faculty, and staff 
Learn about experiential learning and internships 
Rolling admissions, small classes, affordable tuition 
Full- and part-time programs, flexible class schedules 
4+ 1 option for qualified undergraduate business majors 
Inlii PROVIDENCE 	 APPLICATION FEE WAIVED WHEN YOU APPLY THAT EVENING. COLLEGE 
TO LEARN MORE visit www.providence.edulmba,SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ca11401.865.2333 or e-mail Kathy Follett at kfollett@providence.edu. 
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Beverage leverage Study Abroad Spotlight 
Continued from page 3 
Name: Cristine Cox 
Class of 2011 
University: Que n Mary, 

University of Lond on 

Location: London, UK 

Partner: Arcadia 

Semester Abroad: 

Spring 2010 

Duration: 

January 4th - June 12th 

Reason for going: 

Why not go?! I've always 
wanted to go to Europe and 
after the SIE Italy trip I made 
a promise to myself to go 
back. London was a central 
location that would allow me 
to experience different cul­
tures, travel, but still be com­
foitable in a city environment. 
Best experience/memory: 
I got to go to a concert and 
see one of my favorite inde­
pendent artists perform and 
became a fan of two inde­
pendent artists from London 
at a small venue in a nearby 
neighborhood. It was proba­
bly the best concert I'd ever 
been to. From there I learned · 
about several other concerts 
and spoken word events - I 
ended up going to about one 
a week for the rest of the se­
mester! 
Funny cultural experience: 
In London "pants" refers 
to what we know as "under­
wear/panties!boxers" here. A 
friend and I were talking to 
her flatrnate about laundry 
and she said "I usually wear 
my pants one or two times be­
fore I wash them." Her £lat­
mate was mortified! 
not the same English we 
speak in the US. By the end of 
my trip, my vocabulary had 
drastically changed. I also 
learned to appreciate my sur­
roundings. I live in a major 
city, and I don't always take 
the time to explore it because 
I assume I will always have 
the chance to. Discovering as 
much as I could about Lon­
don encouraged me to do the 
same about my hometown. 
Would you study abroad 
again gIVen the opportunity? 
Absolutely! I'd want to go 
to India or South America. 
PLEASE SEND 
SUBMISSIONS TO: 
saoffice@bryant.edu 
products were designed as an alternative to soda yet often they 
contain the same ingredients: sugar and calories but with an 
extra dose of "vitamins". 
T :\ese , ritamin-enhanced waters are branded wiLh name 
like "defense," "focus," "enhghten," and "restore," and claIm 
they contain nutritional recipes for alertness, energy, calmness 
or an immune system boost. Again, very little evidence is pres­
ent to support these claims. In fact, there is growing concern 
for the potential of vitamin toxicity when continuously con­
suming these products. 
One consumer group, the Center for Science in the Public 
Interest (CSPI), filed suit against Coca-Cola Co., accusing the 
soft drink giant of attempting to deceive the public with mar­
keting claims about the beverage VitaminWater. In a state­
ment released when the lawsuit was filed, CSPI said "Coke 
markets VitaminWater as a healthful alternative to soda, but 
the 33 grams of sugar in each bottle do more to promote health 
problems than the vitamins in the drinks do to perform the 
benefits listed on the bottles." 
The FDA allows drink manufacturers to list nutrition infor­
mation in either a "per serving" or "per bottle" format. Many 
makers of these beverages list the calories peT 8 ounce serving, 
but list the vitamin content per bottle, usually 20 ounces. Basi­
cally it's a marketing ploy to minimize the negative calories 
while maximizing the positive vitamins. 
Bottom line, your body will only use the vitamins it is lack­
ing. If you are eating the way you are supposed to, most of the 
stuff in these waters is extra. At almost three dollars a bottle, 
these products seem to be a big waste of money; you are liter­
ally flushing it all down the toilet. For the same amount of 
money, a fruit and yogurt parfait will provide more nutrition 
and better performance. 
Basically the only people benefiting from these functional 
beverages are the beverage companies. As a society, we are 
making them a lot of money while we become less healthy. 
Just to re-cap some of the effects on the body from these 
beverages: 
• Increased heart rate and blood pressure if the beverage con­
tains stimulants. 
• Increased dehydration due to excessive caffeine and sugar. 
• Increased risk for dental problems due to the sugar ana/or 
acids. 
• Possible potential for toxicity of vitami!,s/I!linerals .. 
• Displacement of nutrients due to substitutIon for mIlk, water, 
fruits and vegetables. 
No matter what the label may say, no drink can make you 
perform better. There is no substitute for hard work, plenty of 
rest, and a healthy diet, including hydration. Don't let market­
ing hype trick you into thinking you alw~ys need something 
"extra" to erform au b st. 
How was the school different 
from Bryant University? 
QMUL was a large com­
muter school, so even though 
their population was in the 
thousands, only a small por­
tion of that (first years and 
study abroad students) lived 
on campus. I also found it in­
teresting that their equivalent 
to SPB, the Student Union 
(QMSU), had hardly anyone 
involved in it, and very few 
students went to their events. 
How did this experience 
change you? 
I became a lot more self­
sufficient while I was in Lon­
don. I also learned how to 
depend on myself, navigate a 
new city, and learn another 
language. Even though they 
speak English in London, it is 
L 
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Thing, a story about a girl 
named Gia who spends the 
summer at the Jersey Shore 
with her cousin, Bella. Addi­
tionally, she is the spokes­
woman for the Snooki Love 
Pendant, a heart-shaped cubic 
circonia pendant, which is 
one of the bestselling items 
from the Snooki Jewelry line. 
After Snooki was arrested 
for disorderly conduct and 
drunken intoxication on the 
beaches of Seaside during the 
summer of 2010, the "Free 
Snooki" t-shirt became the lat­
est tagline tee from the show. 
Undoubtedly, the biggest 
question Bryant students will 
be asking is, "How will 
Snooki fit the graduation cap 
over her pouf?" However, 
there is much more that the 
Class of 2011 can expect from 
Snooki's speech. For example, 
how did she balance a sum­
mer of broadcasted hard par­
tying with real-world 
responsibilities? What has she 
learned from living with 
strangers? Is the business of 
fame as easy as it seems? 
It's sure to be pouf-tastic! 
And this event, much like this 
article, is filled with "GTJ" ­
Gym, Tanning, and Jokes! 
HAPPY APRIL FOOLS' 
DAY! 
THEFT 
MAR 22 2011-Tuesday at 
13:00 
Location: TOWNHOUSE 
Summary: DPS received a re-
Bort from a student that their 
POD had been taken from a 
Townhouse common area. 
DPS is investigating. 
ACCIDENT (MY A) 
Motor Vehicle Accident 
MAR 23 2011-Wednesday at 
01:07 
Location: JACOB'S DRIVE 
Summary: DPS received a re­
port of a motor vehicle acci­
dent on Jacobs Drive. DPS 
responded and a report was 
taken. 
TOWED VEHICLE 
MAR 23 2011-Wednesday at 
07:12 
Location: CHAFEE BUILD­
ING 
Summary: A vehicle was 
towed from the Chaffee park­
ing lot for ille~al parking and 
outstanding atations. 
VANDALISM (AUTO) 
MAR 23 2011-Wednesday at 
12:45 
Location: HALL 16 LOT 
Summary: DPS received a re­
port of vandalism to a vehi­
cleo The rear window was 
broken out. DPS is investigat­
ing. 
EMTCALL 
(Medical Services Rendered) 
MAR 23 2011-Wednesday at 
22:41 
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC 
CENTER / GYM / MAC 
Summary: DPS received re-
PECfAl EVERI 
You 
Of UnUm ted Bowtlng & Free Shoe ental 
IPM tit MktnIght 
IundIy·Thursday Ev.n ngs Only 
Not 0I.Irirtg Holiday P 
Departme t of P blic Safety Log 

port of a student who had in­
jured their finger. EMS was 
activated. Student was trans­
korted by a friend to Fatima 
ospital for additional treat­
ment. 
EMTCALL 
(Medical Services Rendered) 
MAR 25 2011-Friday at 02:07 
Location: 
ENTRY CONTROL STATION 
Summary: The Smithfield Po­
lice returned two males to 
campus, one with a possible 
broken nose. EMS was acti­
vated. Subject was trans­
ported by mithfield Rescue 
to Fatima Hospital for addi­
tional treatment. 
DRUG 
(Possession of Drug Parapher­
nalia) MAR 26 2011-Satur­
day at 00:46 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: DPS received a re­
port that a couple of people 
were possibly smoking mari­
juana. DPS investi1ated and paraphernalia was ound and 
confiscated. Charges have 
been filed 
FIRE ALARM (Building) 
MAR 26 2011-Saturday at 
03:30 . 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: DPS received a re­
port of a malicious alarm due 
to an activated pull station. 
DPS is investigating. 
VANDALISM (School Build­
ing) 
MAR 26 2011-Saturday at 
07:51 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A refort of van- were notified and took the 
dalism to a men s bathroom student into custody. 
in a Residence Hall. This inci- Charges have been filed by 
dent is under investigation. Smiilifield Police as well as 
DPS. 
ACCIDENT 
(Leaving the Scene / THEFT (From Building) 
Unattended Vehicle) MAR 27 2011~Sundat at 16:27 
MAR 26 2011-Saturday at Location: RESIDEN E HALL 
08:44 Summary: DPS received a re-
Location: E0rt from a student that their 
SENIOR APARlMENT LOT aptop com[uter had been 
Summary: DPS received a re- stolen. DP is investigating. 
port of a vehicle being taken 
Withou~ermission and being FIRE ALARM (Building) 
involve in an accident with a MAR 28 2011-Monday at 
parked vehicle. The incident 15:33 
is under investigation. Location: TOWNHOUSE 
Summary: DPS received an 
VANDALISM (AUTO) accidental alarm caused by 
MAR 26 2011-Saturday at cooking on the stove. Smith­
18:10 field Fire responded. 
Location: SMITH HOUSE 
LOT VANDALISM 
Summary: DPS received a re- MAR 28 2011-Monday at 
port that the air was being let 16:30 
out of the tires on a student's Location: BRYANT CENTER 
car. The incident is under in- Summary: DPS received a re­
vestigation. ~ort from a student that her 1­
hone was damaged by her 
VANDALISM (AUTO) ex-botriend. Charges have 
MAR 26 2011-Saturday at been ·led. 
19:20 
Location: DRUGS (Possession of Mari-
NEW SENIOR APARTMENT juana) MAR 28 2011-Mon-
LOT day at 22:09 
Summary: DPS received a re- Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
gort of a vandalized vehicle. Summary: DPS officers re-
PS is investigating. sponded to a rITr0rt of a smell 
of marijuana. pon investi-
ASSAULT (Assault and/Or gation a student was arrested 
Batte~)MAR 27 2011-Sunday y Smithfield Police for &os­
at 01: 8 session of marijuana. C arges 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL have also been filed on cam­
Summa~r A DPS officer was pus. 
assaulte by a student while 
officers were disf:ersing a 
crowd. Smithfie d Police 
E 
By Justin Brown 
COlltributing Writer 
This past month Bryant University Greek Life has 
been extremely busy. Whether that is participating in var­
ious philanthropic activities to preparing for Greek Week, 
Greek Life has been active throughout campus. 
The sororities were very actively involved in philan­
thropies. The sisters of Delta Zeta held their Rock-a-Thon 
with Delta Chi to help raise money for the Jimmy Fund. 
Delta Zeta is currently fundraising for Relay for Life and 
planning their next event, the TurtI Tug. The Turtle Tug 
is a tug-o-war competition in which the proceeds go to­
wards the Painted Turtle Camp for children with serious 
medical issues. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma is working on bringing back the 
sexual con ent campaign that wa present two years ago. 
They also held drive to collect d resses for nderprivi­
leged child ren t wea c t proms'. Sigma Sigma Sigma's 
upcoming e ent, Rock for Robbie will be taking place 
March 1st, and the ' will raise money for th ir national 
philanthropy, The Robbie Page Memorial Fund. 
The fraternities I ave au been very busy with philan­
tl Topies. Delta Chi frat mHy en t four brotherf: to theIr 
Regional Leadership Con ference in early Mard1. While 
there, they attended workshops tha t prom d sound fi ­
nancial managem nt f chapter funds an learned new 
r cm itmen t techniques. The br thers were also awarded 
with the "Best F ndraising" ward for the region. 
The brothers of Delta Kappa Epsilon will be planning 
their spring formal. They will also be looking forward to 
defending their Greek Week title. 
Phi Kappa Tau, over the past weekend sent brothers to 
a nearby food pantry to help paint, move, and stock the 
food storage room. Phi Kappa Tau will also be involved 
in intramural softball. 
There is plenty for Bryant University to look forward 
to fr m Sigma Chi for the remainder of the semester. The 
main event to look forward to is Sigma Chi's first annual 
Derby Days. Derby Days is weeklong competition, in 
which all proce ds will be donated to their national phi­
lanthropy, the Huntsman ancer In titute. 
Greek Lif i I also be signing up se eral teams for 
Relay f r Life. Greek Life is looki g f rward t an th r 
great month and extrem Iy anxi usior thE' npc ming 
Gr ek W k compe . Hons. 
--.,­
• 
U Ines 
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Start thinking about retirement now 

NOTE .... ........-s 100,..,.... ... to 'OU'..:I!II'Q 

sO<.... t=r1- 1< G ~..Jc.~HInf;r..o•• T t ftjIIWi,r.;jt-•• You would not have to put in a lot 
Businesses fall prey to cyberthieves' cunning 

By Justin McCann 
Staff Writer 
You may read the title of this article 
and say, "This article does not apply 
to me at all" but this article is specifi­
cally for college students . Retirement 
is something no one wants to think 
abou t because it is so far off. However, 
if you want the money to satisfy your 
needs and then some for your retire­
ment it is best that you start saving 
now 
If you have taken a finance class 
you know that there is time alue of 
money on invested funds and the ear­
lier you start investing the greater the 
interest you will gain on those in­
vested funds. This is why investing 
now in either an IRA or some other 
type of savin gs account will be benefi­
cial to you. 
By Steve Johnson 
MCTCampus 
Among the growing 
ranks of consumers, busi­
ness owners and others 
being lured by the conven­
ience of online banking are 
legions of cybercrook s 
w ho have found the tech­
nology a convenient way 
to steal from unsuspecting 
victims. 
More than 72 m illion 
households now manage 
their money online _ up 
from abou t 12 million a 
decade ago, according to 
the financial s ervices firm 
Fiserv. It 's unclear how 
many of them have been 
targeted by crooks, but the 
FBI and a consortium of 
other government agencies 
reported in October that 
"thousands of businesses, 
small and large, have re­
portedly fallen victims to 
this type of fraud" with 
municipalities and non­
profit organizations in­
creasingly coming under 
attack. And unlike individ­
ual , they lack legal pro­
tect ions fo r their losses . 
Ann Talbot learned of the 
danger four years ago 
when nearly $21,000 was 
taken from the bank ac­
count of her general con­
tracting firm, Golden Gate 
Bridge. Then in May last 
year, cybercrooks struck 
her Martinez, Calif., com­
pany again, making off 
with about $100,000 from 
another account. 
By then, Golden Gate had 
taken out an online-theft 
insurance policy, which 
limited its liability to 
about $10,000, according 
to Talbot, the company's 
chief financial officer. 
Even so, she is wary of the 
outlaws preying increas­ count. 

ingly on those who bank In October 2009, law­

via the Web. breakers tried to abscond 

"It 's a huge problem," with $87,000 from a 
she said, adding that many Danville, Calif., church, 
people "have no idea of the according to the Washing­
threat out there." ton Post. Luckily, the 
It's just 
~~::..£!~~~~~~~~~!li!!!!~~~~ __________.J enterprises. 
r-------------------------. Schwab, said
the accountsnot lay peo- It. 
pIe, either. n ernet terrorism were accessed 
FBI Director How hackers perform "denial-ot-service attacks:·which are designed through theRobert to do anything trom disrupting Internet service to crashing servers: 
Mueller told Nonnal internet connection 
C lien t and server exchange a set sequence
the Com- or mes ges to make a conneC110n 
monwealth · Plng." a Signal between 
computersClub of Cal­
ifornia in 
Server acknowledges client by2009 that he sending a signal back to client 
stopped on­
line banking ~~~ Client finishes establishing 
after getting connection by rosponding 
an email 
that ap­ One-to-one denlal-of-servlce attack 
Creating "half open" Internet connectionspeared to be 
from his 
bank, bu t 
that he real­
ized was report an on­
-. -.bogus after line bank loss 
answering a wi thin two 
cou ple of its 
questions. o If pings lie about their real address , After the. targeted Serve r can·, re turn the 
that, s ignals to make the connection ; 
it wailS a while , then gives upMueller 
said, his Disttibuted attacks 
Te ns or thousands of pings sent from "zombie' computers takenwife told the entire 
over by single hacker or hacke rs Irorn a re rnole locationhim, "no 
more Inter­
net banking 
for you." 
The cy­
berthieves 
aren't fussy 
about whom 
they target. 
In September last year, transfers were blocked by 
federal prosecutors in New the church's bank. Last Au­
York announced criminal gust, the Catholic Diocese 
charges against 37 people in Des Moines, Iowa lost 
in a global online scheme several hundred thousand 
that allegedly netted the dollars in an online bank­
crooks more than $3 mil­ ing breach. 
lion, including $130,000 In April last year, Alek­
from an unidentified hos­ sey Volynskiy was sen­
pital's California bank ac­ tenced to 37 months in 
of money now to see significant returns 
on that money later on in life. But it is 
even better if you can invest the maxi­
mum amount that you can into a retire­
ment account as you will have not only 
more financial flexibility before retire­
ment but you will have a lot of money 
in your retirement account when you do 
decide to retire. An IRA or savings ac­
count is better to invest in then relying 
on a 401(k) or Social Security because 
you will most likely have higher returns 
on your account and you can control 
what you put into it as well as what in­
vestments you choose to put it in such 
as stocks, bonds, CDs, or other types of 
assets. 
If you think your time at college is 
£lying by just wait until we enter the 
working w orld. Retirement will be here 
soon, so start saving now so you have a
• 	 Dom e5:tic slock.::s • Invp.'50tment-grade bond~ • S horl -1c rm in~tmen1s (money m ar",;:et 
H igh-y iQld ooods mutual tunds and short-torm bondS) safe, secure, and happy retirement. 
Ovelwhelmed by too days of dis­
many "half open" 
connections. the covering it is 
targeted server is limited to $50 
unable t accept 

Incoming calls 
 and only aft03 r 
60 d ays are 
they liable for 
prison for plotting with 
hackers in the U.S. and 
Russia to loot individual 
Charles Schwab brokerage 
accounts. 
Sarah Bulgatz, a 
spokeswoman for Charles 
victims ' com­
puters and 
not those of 
her company, 
adding thatI' Schwab reim­SERVER 
burses indi­
viduals for 
such losses. 
Under the 
federal Elec­
tronic Fund 
Transfers 
law, the lia­
TARGETED bility of con­
SERVER I 
sumers who 
amount. 
But the law 
doesn't pro­
tect commer­
cial, 
governmen tal 
or nonprofit 
And the siz­
able sums those entities 
often maintain in their fi­
nancial accounts make 
them attractive quarry for 
criminals. Of 504 small 
and medium-size busi­
nesses recently surveyed 
by Guardian Analytics, 
which helps banks and 
credit unions prevent 
theft, 32 percent said they 
had experienced an online­
banking scam during the 
previous year. 
While some banks have 
taken steps to prevent 
such larceny, many others 
have left themselves easy 
prey to hackers, who are 
becoming highly organ­
ized and using increas­
ingly sophisticated tactics, 
said Guardian CEO Terry 
Austin. With more and 
more people banking on­
line, he added, "the bank­
ing industry in general 
needs to step up to pro­
vide a higher level of secu­
rity. " 
Some people _ includ­
ing Talbot of Golden Gate 
Bridge _ also are urging 
lawmakers to give com­
mercial ventures the same 
reimbursements afforded 
individuals. They have 
formed an online organiza­
tion _ Cyber Looting 
Awareness & Security 
Project _ to lobby for the 
change. 
That worries the American 
Bankers Association. It 
rears that if a company 
was shielded from liability 
the way a consumer is, 
"the business would be 
less inclined to take the 
protection m easures neces­
sary to protect their online 
accounts," which might 
prompt banks to stop of­
fering online services, said 
the group's spokesman 
Doug Johnson. 
He added that banks 
are working with law en­
forcement authorities to 
try to limit such crimes but 
that the problem is in­
creasing because more 
people are banking online . 
u u Int 
f The Archway 
s orts 
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It' arne time, are you rea y? 
but will the other guys be able will hold inBy: Katharine Hurley to live up to lofty Pinstripe store. In fact, Staff Writer Expectations? Regardless, fans all over the 
these New Yorkers always put country haveThere are still signs of 
on a good show. ranked thissnow and winter in the 
The Giants are going to game as the Northeast, yet baseball season 
corne in with high confidence number one tiltis here. Fans have been itch­
after winning the World Se­ to watch over ing for months while watch­
ries last year. Their team con­ every othering the pre-season games in 
tinues to look solid for the opening dayFlorida and Arizona, and now 
upcoming season as not many showcase. The it's time for the real thing. 
changes have been made Rangers are de-This baseball season intro­
duces many new 
changes, and we ex­
pect nothing less than "This baseball season introduces. many new 
an exciting and capti­ changes, and we expect nothing less than an
vating year of baseball. 
exciting and captivating year of baseball. " The first regular season 
game is scheduled ear­
lier this year to avoid 
the World Series from 
other than a new short stop. termined to being played in November. 
However, the Dodgers are make a come­This 2011 opener marks the 
ready for a comeback after back this sea­first time that tradihonal 
falling apart during the sec­ son after almost Opening Day has not been 
ond half of last season. They winning the held on a Sunday or Monday 
have a new team and man­ World Series in over five years. 
ager, both of which look last year. CliffFive games were played on 
strong. Will it be enough to Lee no longer Opening Day, Thursday, 
defeat the champs? Dodgers, remains withMarch 31 and the rest will fol­ Expectations are high for newClayton Kershaw, says he is the team, but not many otherlow on April 1st and 2nd. On members, Adrian Gonzalez ready claiming to MLB.com, big changes have been madeOpening Day the games will and Carl Crawford, who were
"I'm prepared. Now it's time to their roster. Therefore, the begin at 1:05 pm with the added in the off-season. Ace for the real thing. Ready or Rangers continue to look solid Tigers versus the Yankees. pitcher for the Sox rotation not." and intact.This game is causing a big Jon Lester is ready to go as heAll other teams will begin The Sox, of course, are commotion as the pitching gets anxious with an adrena­on Friday and present the first corning off of a disappointing lineup for the New York team line rush after last Sunday'sbusy weekend in the baseball year filled with injuries. Notis questionable for this season. game in Fort Myers. "I'll just season of 2011. New Englan­ making it to the playoffs inFans have faith in CC go out there and just try to doders are anxious to see what 2010 has revved up playersSabathia's pitching abilities, what I know how to do.... Just the Sox versus Rangers game and fans for the Boston team. 
David "Big Papin Ortiz looks to have a renaissance season with several 
new hitters in the lineup as well as coming off of a solid season of his 
own. (MCT Campus) 
go out and pitch and have 
fun. If I do that, if I focus on 
that, then like I've said in 
years past, everything else 
will fall into place," quotes 
Lester on RedSox.com. 
So bundle up folks because 
it's going to be a chilly start, 
but these players are ready to 
put on a show. And on that 
note, play ball! 
Bryant University 

Intramural Athlete of the Week: 

Ricky McLaughlin 

Sport: Softball 

Looking to the start of the spring season of 
Bryant Intramurals with a bang, we here at 
Archway Sports wanted to select a competitor 
that was as much theatrical as athletic. A figure 
that can stand out as much for his antics as his 
plate discipline and raw power. That athlete, of 
cour~e, is Ricky McLaughlin. Ricky brings every 
bIt of personality he has while on the air at 
WJMF over to the softball fields whenever his 
team has a game (who have quite the interesting 
name if you gel the chance to ask him what it is). 
But it isn't all fun and games for McLaughlin, 
who has the combination of speed and power 
that can turn the routine extra base hit into an in­
stant scoring oppurtunity. Don't let the grin and 
frequent funnies fool you; this man is a competi­
tor through and through. 
Know an athlete that you want to nominate for 
the B.U.l.A.O.T.W.? Send all nominations and 
comments to archway@bryant.edu 
Have an intere tin tory 

about an 

athlete or team 

on campus? 

Want to talk about the 
NBA Playoffs, NFL Lock­
out, or the 2011 MLB Sea­
son?? 
Write for Archway 

Sports! 

Meetings @ 4.30 in Room 

2A/B in the Bryant Center 

.--~-------------,--,--
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Lacrosse's Anthony annel 0 a Lowe's 
Senior Class finalist 
Courtesy of 	 ground bails while helping to its fir st Division I game in funds and organizing efforts sen from the list of 20 candi­
anchor the nation's top de­ 200 . to purchase and deliver gifts dates announced in FebruaryBryant Bullaogs 
fense, lowing ju st 6.59 goals Off the field, lannell was for children with cancer. as stu en t-athletes who excel 
Bryant University senior per game, a 2010 Northeast Conference Within the campus commu­ both on and off the field. An 
captain Anthony Iannello This season, lanneI10 is Academic Honor Roll selec­ nity, anneilo is a member of acronym for Celebrating Loy­
(Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y.) has again li . g up to his leader­ tion who has earned Dean's the Bryant Senior Advisory alty and Achie ement for 
been selected as one of 10 fi­ ship expectations and skills, List honors four semesters as ouncil, a group of students Staying in Sch 1, the Lowe's 
nalists for the 2011 Lowe's and has led the Bull­ Senior CLASS Award fo ses 
Senior CLASS Award for dogs on the fiel on L~e total student-athlete 
men ' lacrosse. against a number of na­ and encourages students t 
Iannello is joined on the tionally ranked oppo­ u e their platform in athletics 
I ist by seniors from nine other nents. A mainstay in to make a positive impact as 
Division I programs: Stefan the Bryant defensive leaders in their com munities, 
Bauer (Lafayette), Grant midfield, Iannello is To be eligible for the award, a 
Catalino (Maryland), Kevin fourth on the team in student-athlete must be classi­
Crowley (Stony Brook), ground balls and has fied as an NCAA Division I 
Johnathan Falcone (Yale), eight caused turnovers, senior and have notable 
Ryan Flanagan (North Car­ including four on the achievements in four areas of 
olina), John Galloway (Syra­ road against a Drexel excellence - community, 
cuse), Brian Karalunas team receiving national classroom, character, and 
(Villanova), Tom Montelli recognition. competition. 
(Duke) and Jonathan Stumpf Iannello is currently Nationwide fan voting be­
(Lehigh). ranked in the program's gins immediately and will be 
A two-time captain and career top-10 in caused combined with media and 
Northeast Conference First turnovers and ground coaches votes to determine 
Team selection, Iannello is the balls per game, as well the winner. Bulldog fans are 
first Bryant men's lacrosse as caused turnovers in a encourag d to vote for Ian­
player to be named a Lowe's game and caused nello now through the May 10 
Senior CLASS A ward finalist. turnovers in a single deadline and may vote once 
He collected a number of 2011 season. But his attitude each day. 
preseason accolades, includ­ and leadership speak Lowe's, an official Corpo­
ing an Inside Lacrosse presea­ even louder than his stats, a communications major at from across the university rate Partner of the NCAA, 
son All-Northeast Conference and the Long Island native Bryant. While devoted to his which meets with th e Univer­ will announce the winner 
selection and an N ElLA Pre­ has also played a major role in studies, he is also extremely sity Pr sident and top admin­ May 28 at the NCAA Division 
season Team pick. The senior guiding the Bulldogs through active both in and around the i<,trators on curren t issues and I Men's Lacrosse semifinals in 
longstick midfielder als the transition to Division I Bryant community. A Special proposals. H e also served as a Baltimore. 
earned an All-New England and has been key to Bryant's Olympics volunteer, Iannello volunteer blogger for 
nod in 2010 following a 'unior success in its first two-plus headed his team's work with NCAA.com throughout the 
campaign that saw him cause seasons at the OI level. Bryant The Tomorrow Fund's Adopt­ 2009 season, 
16 turnovers and pick up 46 has gone 25-15 since playing a-Family p rogram, collecting The 10 finalists weI e cho-
Be sure to vote for Anthony Iannello in his quest for the Lowe's 
Senior Class Award and let him represent Bryant with pride 
(BryantBulldogs) 
--- -­ ~-- - ~- - ~ 
Bryant On Tap 
Baseball 
aturday, April 2- Do bleheader vs. Maine (1i! 1 & 4 P M 
Sunday, April 3- @ Maine-l:00 PM 
Tuesday, AprilS- Home vs. HaTvard @ 3:30 PM 
W d nesday, April 6- @ Boston College- 3:00 PM 
Men's Lacrosse 
Friday, April 1- Home vs. Quinnipiac @ 7 PM 
Tuesday, April 5- Home vs. Brown @ 7 PM 
Women's Lacrosse 
Friday, April 1- @ St. Francis- 4:00 PM 
Sunday, April 3- @ Robert Morris- 12:00 PM 
Softball 
Sunday, April 3- Doubleheader @ Farleigh Diekinson2&4 PM 
Tuesday. April 5- Doubleheader @ Holy Cross- 3 & 5 PM 
ArclJway readers can now find a 
trivia question somewbere in the 
sports section! The ArclJway fan 
who calls in the correct answer to 
the 'Archway on Air' radio show, 
Tbursdays at 6 pm, on WMJF 88.7, 
wiD win a gift card! 
nlerenee riva 
outh. 
- - -­ - -­
his season in Bryant Figure 
Skat-ng.._ 
skates out of the Warwick Fig­ the Smithfield Ice Rink. ToBy: Hillary Cartwright 
ure Skating club led by Coach donate to the cause pleaseContributing Writer Kristine Wilkinson and Advi­ mail a check made out to the 
The Figure Skating Team sor Barbara Gregory. If you Leukemia & Lymphoma Soci­
clinched a record of four would like to see the team ety to campus box 2020. For 
medals this year for their perform they will be at the more information please 
2010-2011 season. They are Thayer Arena in Warwick, RI email cjohnsl4®bryant.edu. 
now ranked third on the East this Saturday, April 2nd at 
Coast in their division, beat­ 1pm and 7pm. The team is 
ing out other top-notch also hosting their annual 
Skate-A-Thonto benefit theschools such as Northeastern 
and Princeton. The team is Leukemia & Lymphoma Soci­
comprised of sixteen girls and ety on April 10th from 2-5 at 
aprill, 2011 page 9sports 

Lefty earns NE Pitcher 
of the Wee 
Andrews totaled 5.0 Innings of relief last week, 
while only allowing 1 hit and striking out 5 
(Bryant Athletics) 
Courtesy of 
Bryant Bulldogs.com 
For the second time this 
seas n , Bryanl University sen­
ior Mark And rews (1m bor­
ough, N.J.) has been named 
Akadema Northeast 
Conference Pitcher of 
the Week for h is per­
fonna ce in the past 
five games. 
nd r ws has 
loa ed like nothing 
bu t a lock-d wn lefty 
closer thus fa r this 
season. Bryant's (9­
12, 3-5 NEC) veteran 
reliever made three 
appearances last 
week, recording a 
pair of wins and a 
save. He totaled 5.0 
shutout innings of re­
lief, surrendering one 
hit and one walk 
while striking out 
five batters. 
Andrews threw 
3.1 hitless innings in 
the Bulldogs' weekend series 
against NEC rival Monmouth. 
Factoring into both halves of 
Bryant's doubleheader sweep 
on Saturday, Andrews retired 
nine of the 10 batters he faced. 
He came into a tight sp ot 
in the first game of th e twin­
bill and took the ball of a 
T 

Courtesy of 
Brlltll'ltbulldogs.com 
Senior third ba.o;;eman 
Regma Hurdo (Wayne, Pa.) hit 
hcr first career home ntn and 
added a second long ball in 
the late game, as the Bryant 
Universi ty oftball kept 
rolling WIth a sweep ovt>r the 
University at Alban ' in the 
Tuesdav afternoon d uble­
header.' 
The Bulldogs (12-11, 4-0) 
took the first head-to-head, 8­
0, in five innings of play be­
fore pullmg out a 5-2 victory 
over the Great Danes (5-13) in 
the second of the twinbill, as 
the Black and Gold recorded a 
season-best seventh win in a 
row. 
Burdo, Aubrey Mable (Au­
rora, Colo.), Lauren McCart 
(Voorhees, N.J.) and Talia 
Zizza(Reading, Mass.) each 
recorded a homer in the two­
'McCart opened the bottom of the second il1ith her first homer 
of the season, and added her second RBI of the contest in the 
bottom of the fourth with a frozen rope to left field. Christina 
Eringis would chip in with a sacrifice fly to left field, giving 
Bryant the 3-0 edge after three.' 
game set, with Burdo hitting 
one in each outing. 
Mable ignited the offense 
in game one with a solo horne 
run in the bottom of the first, 
her second this season, to give 
the home side a 1-0 lead. 
That one run is all starting 
pitcher Samantha Houseal 
(MoWlt Joy, Pa.) needed to 
the home side a 7-0 cushion 
allowing Houseal (6­
5) to dose the door in the 
top of the fifth. 
Eringis' RBI double to right 
field in the top of the fifth 
would give Bryant the neces­
sary eight runs to take the 
five-inning victory. 
In the late game UAlbany 
would be the ones who took 
scoreless game with one a double d ip, Andrews was 
and runners on second and needed to preserve a 4-2 lead 
third. Andrews did h is best to in the n inth. Entering with 
limit the damage, inducing a runner on second and one 
fielder's d lOice groundout ut, Andrews wal ed the first 
and a strike out the lockdow I illln he faced before forcing 
the Hawks' No. 3 
hitter to ground 
into a gam nding 
double play. 
In the team's 
home-opener 
against Fairfield on 
Wednesday, An­
drews worked 1.2 
imlings of one-hit 
ball in relief to keep 
the Stags at bay, al­
lowing the Bull­
dogs to claim the 
walk-off win as the 
southpaw picked 
up the win. The 
lefty recorded a 
strikeout and 
forced double-play 
to end the Stags last 
at bat. 
The Bulldogs re­
turn to action Sat­
lefty let only one of the inher­ urday at home with a double 
ited runners to score on an header against Maine. First 
error. He would go on and pitch is slated for 1:00 p.m. 
twirl tlle last 2.2 frames of the and fans can follow live stats 
eventual 3-1 seven-inning vic­ at www.blyantbulldogs.com. 
tory, recording three of the 
game' final six ou ts via 
strIkeout. 
In the second half of the
, 
mall! urdo ifts Bryant 
takc· care of Ule Great Danes' 
Uneup, holding the visiting 
ide to a mere three hit:; and 
two walk over 5.0 inning of 
work TI1C right-handed 
pilcher d alt seven strikeouts 
and picked up her fourth win 
in as many starts. 
McCarl pencd Lhe bottom 
f the second with her first 
homer of the season, and 
added her second RBI of tl e 
contest in th bottom of the 
fourth with a frozen rope to 
left field. Christina Eringis 
(Tewksbury, Mass.) would 
chip in with a sacrifice fly to 
left field, giving Bryant the 3-0 
edge after three. 
The Bulldogs lineup 
opened up the lead by two 
more in the bottom of the 
fourth, as Burdo recorded her 
first home lUn in a Bryant 
softball uniform. The third 
baseman's two-run shot gave 
The Bulldogs have been playing up to their lofty Division I standards and beyond, 
winning their last 7 in a row and 11 of their last 12 (Bryant Athletics) 
an early 2-0 lead on two hits 
and two errors by the Bryant 
defensive lineup. The Great 
Danes' lead would be short-
lived as Burdo responded 
with the long ball in the bot­
tom half of the second, knock­
ing a three-run horne run over 
the fence to give the hosts a 3­
2 lead. 
After allowing two hits in 
the second inning, starting 
pitcher Brittany Hart (North 
Andover, Mass.) would start 
to hit the corners, shutting out 
1 dogs Defeat 
Mari t 3-1 
Courtesy of 
Bryant BHUdo s.com 
Jordan English (Windsor 
Locks, Conn.) lined a tw ­
run single into lett in the 
fifth inning helping lead the 
Bryant University baseball 
team to a 3-1 non-conference 
win over visiting Marist at 
the chilly Baseball Crnnplex 
Tuesday afternoon. 
English would collect two 
hits on the day, including a 
double to left field in the 
first inning, his eighth dou­
ble of the season. But Marist 
would get out of the inning 
unscathed as starter Chris 
Bielak would retire the next 
two Bryant batters. 
Marist (16-5) would take 
a 1-0 lead in the top of the 
fourth as Eric Helmrich 
lined a double into left-cen­
ter off Bulldog starter Brian 
O'Neil (North Reading, 
Mass.). But O'Neil, who 
pitched well while battling 
the cold wind, would get 
out of th inning without 
further damage as the junior 
righty fanned Pat Welsh and 
Nick McQuail to retire the 
side. 
An inning later, with the 
Bulldogs still down 1-0, Tim 
orton (Barnstable, Mass.) 
drilled a hard single into left 
the Great Danes for the re­
mainder of the game. The 
righty would finish her sixth 
win with three strikeouts and 
zero earned runs. 
Zizza's solo home run to 
right field in the bottom of the 
fourth, her third of the season, 
would push the lead up to 
two. Burdo would add an in­
surance run and her fourth 
RBI of the game in the bottom 
of the sixth with a single 
down the left field line, lifting 
the Bulldogs to a 5-2 lead. 
Hart (6-4) would retire the 
side in the bottom of the sev­
enth, as the Black and Gold 
swept their fourth-straight 
doubleheader in the past 10 
days. 
With the win, Bryant soft­
ball has moved above .500 for 
the first time since opening 
day and has set a new pro­
gram record for wins on the 
Division I level (12). 
The Bulldogs return to ac­
tion Sunday, April 3 with a 
trip to Northeast Conference 
foe Fairleigh Dickinson. First 
pitch of the doubleheader is 
slated for 12 p.m. and fans 
can check results at 
www.bryantbulldogs.com. 
t start the bottom of the 
fifth. He would move up to 
second on a b loop hit into 
righ t field by freshman Ed­
ward Roo y (Merion Sta­
tion, Pa.). Both rumlers 
would move into sconng 
p sition following a per­
fectly executed sacrifice bunt 
by Dan Muscatello (Hopkin­
ton, Mass.). 
Following a walk issued 
to Conn r Carignan (Nor­
wich, Conn .) to load the 
bases, Bielak would get 
K vi Brown (Northbor­
ough, Mass.) to line out to 
second for the second out, 
but English would corne 
through, lining a hard single 
to score both Norton and 
Rooney. Rooney had a solid 
day at the plate, going 2-for­
4 with a run scored. 
The Bulldogs (10-12) 
would add an insurance run 
in the eighth which proved 
more than enough for closer 
Mark Andrews (Hillsbor­
ough, N.J.), this week's NEC 
Pitcher of the Week honoree, 
who came on to pitch the 
final two innings to earn his 
fifth save of the season. 
- ------- - ------._­ ..... -------- -~----------~-. --......... 
"In fitth grade, m ' frien 
o a pa eo 
nd rap th fro 
oul then re-filled th 
toothpa teo She then av 
them to me and 1 thought 
e r mint Oreo ." 
-Ktll :jJ rliII 14 
Photographs and design by: Kelsey Nowak, Photo dlmr 
feature , 
be in S ut 
a pmon 
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Italian 

Festival 

•Im.presses 

By Kelsey DiCarlo 
Staff Writer 
The Italian American Asso­
ciation at Bryant hosted its an­
nualltalian Festival this past 
Friday, March 25 in Papitto 
from 5 to 7 pm. As a Bryant 
student who is both of Italian 
descent and an Italian minor, 
I was very excited to partici­
pate in the ceremony. Not to 
mention getting extra credit, 
and a fantastic dhIDer was a 
part of the deal! 
Papitto was all set up for 
the event, complete with red, 
green, and white balloons and 
an Italian radio station play­
ing over the speakers. There 
was a podium and a drop 
down screen, as well as a lap­
top for students to pull up 
their presentations on. 
The Italian festival was 
very organized. A 3-course 
meal was served: antipasto, 
dhIDer, and dolci, or desserts. 
As each course was serv d, a 
group of students such as my­
self lined up to present a par­
ticular aspect of Italian 
culture. For instance, my pres­
entation was focused on Ves­
pas, the infamous motorcycles 
that have been the dominant 
form of transportation in Eu­
rope since their debut 65 
years ago. Other presenta­
tions included Formula I, the 
famous racing team from 
Italy, soccer, and dolci, like 
gelato and caJIDoli. 
Several students recapped 
their experiences abroad, such 
as hunting In a forest for truf­
fles, which are mushrooms, or 
learning about Italy's second 
national language, which is 
the very descriptive way ital­
ians use their hands while 
talking. Overall, the presenta­
tions were all very w 1done 
and were both educational 
and entertaining. 
Many famous faces carne 
to enjoy the food and appreci­
ate the culture at the festival. 
These included Father Bob 
Marciano, who has spent 
many years in Italy on sabbat­
ical, as well as President Ron 
and Kati Machtley. 
TIle food at the festival was 
amazing, but would you ex­
pect anything less? There 
were stuffed shells, several 
pasta dishes, and my personal 
favorite, the desserts. There 
were heaps of cannoli and 
pizzelles. Sorry to disappoint, 
See Italian, page 12. 
o ln lO 
page II 
on't h te , utsour ed' 
MCTCampus 
Last pilot season NBC made a crazy 
move. It green-lighted an unlikely new 
sitcom set in a Mumbai call center. 
"Outsourced" was the hippest thing to 
happen to South Asians in the United 
States since MadOlIDa discovered henna. 
As a writer, I was thrilled to hear about 
the show, not only because I'm an 
American of Indian descent but because 
I recently lived in Mumbai, helping my 
husband run a call center. Let's face it, if 
my agent couldn't get me an interview 
on this one, I might as well move back 
to Mumbai. 
As it was, I got a dream job. "Out­
sourced" debuted to solid reviews from 
the Los Angeles Times, the New York 
Times, Variety and the Hollywood Re­
porter. With no big-name stars to draw 
viewers, it still ranked as high as No.2 
among the network's sCripted programs 
last fall. Even after a mid-season move 
to 10:30 p.m., "Outsourced" remains one 
of the most DVR'd prime-time shows. 
In my time on the writing staff, I've 
been overwhelmed by the outpouring of 
support for the show, especially from 
members of the South Asian commu­
nity. Positive comments on Twitter after 
the show airs heavily outnumber critical 
ones, and according to the New York 
Times, even an audience of call center 
workers in India loved the show. 
What's odd, then, is the level of vit­
riol directed at us by some reviewers. 
They've called it "insulting and conde­
scending," filled with "offensive stereo­
types" and based on "obvious cultural 
ignorance" on the part of the writers. 
New fans of the show seem to feel the 
need to post and tweet apologies for lik­
hlg it: 'Tm sorry but I really love 'Out­
sourced'" or "I think 'Outsourced' is 
hilarious. Don't hate me." 
Based on their bylines, most of the 
offended parties are not from the Indian 
community. Perhaps they don't realize 
that we have five South Asian writers 
on the show telling stories that often 
corne straight from our personal experi­
ences. Or perhaps they don't believe In­
dians should make fun of themselves. 
An early episode featuring the '1n­
dian head bobble" carne from my non­
Indian husband's confusion in 
communicating with his call center staff. 
A sequence about Todd, the American 
boss, and his difficulties boarding an In­
dian train was inspired by a story an­
other Indian writer shared about his 
grandmother, who spent a lifetime 
struggling to push her way onto 
crowded Indian trains, then employed 
the same tactics on her first visit to 
America, elbowing whole families to se­
'Outsourced" is not a docu­
mentary about call centers. It's 
a comedy, 'lDhich means we 
tweak and exaggerate to get a 
laugh. Yet we also have 
moments of truth that are 
deftly realized....Outsourced" 
has the potential to celebrate 
our cultural quirks, to build 
bridges between communities 
and perhaps, most important, 
to prove that there is a viable 
alternative to the "one brown 
face in a white ensemble" 
model of"diversity.' 
cure her spot on the monorail at Disney­
land. 
These stories made us laugh in the 
writers' room. Yet when we highlight 
cultural differences on the show, we risk 
being called £fensive. One online com­
ment vehemently accused us of racism 
for the following line: Todd: "I didn't 
know you guys celebrated Valentine's 
Day." But ignorance of a foreign culture 
isn't racist; it's just ignorance. 
And as for stereotypes: Simple, rec­
ognizable characters are the building 
blocks of all comedies. The templates 
we build on are universal ones: the shy 
wallflower, the ruthless boss, the guy 
with no social skills. We don't use what 
I consider to be Indian stereotypes: doc­
tors, engineers, Spelling Bee champs, 
Kwik-E-Mart owners. (And for the 
record, I'm a huge fan of Apu on "The 
Simpsons.") 
"Outsourced" is not a documentary 
about call centers. It's a comedy, which 
means we tweak and exaggerate to get a 
laugh. Yet we also have moments of 
tnlth that are deftly realized. 
When Todd encourages Madhuri, the 
call center's wallflower with a beautiful 
voice, to pursue fame and fortune as a 
singer, she informs him that she already 
has her dream job. It's a moment that 
rings true to a pragmatic Indian value 
system. When Todd encourages Rajiv, 
his Indian assistant manager, to pursue 
the woman of his dreams in spite of her 
father's disapproval, it also rings true. 
Americans aren't as hung up on 
parental approvaL and Todd's encour­
agement proves to be a positive catalyst 
in Rajiv's life. 
At the end of the day, the characters 
m "Outsourced" care about each other 
and learn from one another. TIlOse who 
only cite offensive stereotypes are miss­
ing the spirit of the show (or perhaps 
they've never actually watched it). What 
I love most about "Outsourced" is that 
the humor ultimately comes from a 
place of affection. 
It's pilot season again, which means 
TV execs are once more making deci­
sions about which shows to green-light 
and which to cancel. My greatest con­
cem is that "Outsourced" is being 
judged superficially _ on the color of its 
skin, so to speak, instead of the content 
of its characters. 
"Outsourced" has the potential to cel­
ebrate our culb.lfal quirks, to build 
bridges between communities and per­
haps, most important, to prove that 
there is a viable alternative to the "one 
brown face in a white ensemble" model 
of "diversity." 
As the Hollywood Reporter put it, 
"It's still hard to believe that the net­
work took a chance on it; the public 
should do the same. 
Weig 

By Jake Meehan 	 lected 570 pound s of waste conscious of the excess food 
during one meal; however, that they are taking - a possi­Staff Writer just last week students ble solution would be for stu­
This past Wednesday, wasted just over 700 pounds dents to voluntarily go 
March 23rd, Greek Life along alone during lunch. "tray-less." This would de-
with SIFE's Green Team held 
Weigh the Waste in 
Salmonson Dining Hall. 
Members of Greek Life and 
Green Team pitched in to 
clear all of the food and liq­
uid waste that remained after 
students were done eating 
during Lunch. 
Students seemed inter­
ested in the event which will 
hopefully translate into some Given that the goal is to crease the portion sizes of 
much needed awareness decrease waste in the dining food being taken by students 
about the amount of waste hall on campus, these figures and proportionately decrease 
student's dispose of every are not exactly promising. the amount being thrown 
day. Last year Greek Life col- After this event the hope is away as well. By not taking a 
that students will be more tray, the amount of water 
'Last year Greek Life collected 570 pounds of 
waste during one meal; however, just last week 
students wasted just over 700 pounds alone 
during lunch. Given that the goal is to decrease 
waste in the dining hall on campus, these figures 
are not exactly promising.' 
ewast 

being utilized to wash the 
trays would also decrease. 
The SIFE Green Team feels 
that it is important for stu­
dents to pay more attention 
to the effects of their actions. 
There are plenty of opportu­
nities to reduce, reuse and re­
cycle all over Bryant's 
campus, including when stu­
dents are eating in 
Salmonson, walking around 
the Unistructure and socializ­
ing around campus! Be sure 
to keep an eye out for the 
Green Team members wear­
ing their green t-shirts if you 
ever have any questions 
about being green at Bryant 
or email us at 
gogreen@bryant.edu 
The Opinion pages ofThe Archway feature the opinions of the 

identified columnists and writers! which are not necessarily those of 

the newspaper or Bryant Um·versity. 
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Universities must do more to improve 
student-athlete graduation rates 
MCTCampus 
u.s. Education Secretary 
Arne Duncan has been 
speaking up lately about low 
graduation rates for student­
athletes at some colleges and 
universities. We applaud his 
effort to bring attention to 
the problem, but there are 
better solutions than his pro­
posal to bar basketball teams 
with graduation rates below 
50 percent from the NCAA 
tournament. 
Mind you, no school 
should be proud of a rate like 
that. It's just that the system 
is more complex than most 
,. 
realize. 
There are three ways to 
measure graduation rates _ 
\.,1 ~ f·' -~ ~T',"'.!'$ f Aa.r W 4 .f( -8':1 ..5TAJVWOOD P. DOJ..PJ-I 
.------.----. --------------------~ 
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We need you to ·11 this space. 
Come to an Archway m ting, Mondays 
at 4:30 in t e Bryant Center Room 2A/B. 
the federal rate, the gradua­
tion success rate and the aca­
demic progress rate _ and 
they have varying results. In­
terpreting each is a challenge 
since the figure covers such a 
small number of student-ath­
letes; teams sometimes bring 
in just two or three players a 
year. 
Each method is flawed, 
because a numerical formula 
can't easily account for all the 
variables affecting a basket­
ball team. (The formulas are 
more reliable for football 
teams, which are much 
larger, and for athletic de­
partments as a whole.) Play­
ers transfer. Coaches leave 
and arrive, sweeping players 
out with them. Kids leave for 
the NBA should that choice 
be considered a failure for 
the school? And some teams 
with low rates actually do 
better than their schools as a 
whole; punishing them 
seems unfair. 
Colleges and universities 
must do more to ensure aca­
demic success for student­
athletes, tying coaches' 
compensation to student per­
formance and adequately 
funding academic support. 
And the NCAA must de­
mand accountability, partic­
ularly for the worst 
offenders, rather than impos­
ing Duncan's one-size-fits-all 
solution. 
april I, 20II 
Kaylee K. advice 

I am a high school student, and I am all set to come to Bryant 
next year. I'm really excited! A lot of stuff makes me nervous 
though. The biggest worry, aside from living away from my 
parents for the first time, is that I will have a roommate for the 
first time. Is it hard to deal with a roommate all the time? What 
if I get a bad roommate? 
Well, Bryant matches you with a roommate based on aform filled out 
by all incoming freshmen, so you can rest on the fact that they will 
have afew things about their living habits compatible with you. Also, 
your future roommate is just as nervous as you are, so you 71 both be 
going into the donns trying to make it work. It's not hard to have a 
roommate, just different. Also, you 71 have to sit downand make a 
roommate contract with them, which will help. If you have impossible 
to repair differences (which is rare), you can always switch rooms. 
Italian, from page 11 
but the number of cannoli I ate will not be published in this ar­
ticle. 
The Italian Festival was a huge success, and I look forward 
to participating in it again for the years to come. The IAA will 
be hosting a movie night next Wednesday, featuring Non Ho 
Paura, which means "I am not afraid". For more information 
on the IAA events or general meetings, be sure to email 
iaa@bryant.edu. Ciao! 
~ryant Said What!? I 

Compiled by Bryant Students 
Girl: "We need to go to the store to get some meat" 

Guy: "You saying I don't have enough?" 

Student 1: "Just put a post-it not remin er on our 

laptop. 

Studen t 2: "Ohhh, how do vou download that?" 

Stu ent L "No no no .. i meant a like a REAL post it" 

"The SAT hurt my elf steem" 
E-mail funny quotes to dfordl@bryant.edu 
T 
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attle f Los Ang les 

Aaron Eckhart (MCT Campus) 
By Coburn Childs 
Staff Writer 
We've seen the premise a 
million times: mysterious 
events around the globe lead 
to an alien invasion. Chaos 
ensues. A typical Hollywood 
screenwriter could pen one of 
these movies in his sleep. Un­
fortunately, that may have 
been what was done for Bat­
tIe: Los Angeles, the latest in a 
long line of alien-invasion 
movies to grace the big screen 
in the past few decades (and 
the first of at least 5 more this 
year alone). 
While it is action-packed 
and suspenseful, this popcorn 
flick is still every bit as mind­
numbing, dumb, and forget­
table as they come. Hence, 
I'm tom in deciding whether 
or not I liked this semi-enter­
taining (and, at over 2 hours, 
defini tely over-long) film. 
Let me start by saying that 
I am a huge fan of these sci-fi 
types of movies .. . I enjoy the 
explosions, the suspense, the 
cheesy dialogue, toe heroic 
situations, and the inevitable 
empowering ending. But Bat­
tle: LA is not like any of those 
movies. 
Well, in a way it is-Indepen­
dence Day, Signs, and War of 
the Worlds all get paid hom­
age with an incredible 
amount of explosive energy­
but the film is still way too 
clunky and incoherent to ac­
tually carry any of the emo­
tion that these other films 
hold to some degree. 
Battle: LA follows a battal­
ion of Marines as they are 
sent on a mission amidst the 
alien-overrun, panic-filled 
streets of Los Angeles. Be­
sides having to rescue civil­
ians and keep themselves 
safe, our heroes must also 
come to terms with the fact 
that our world is being over­
run with bloodthirsty mon­
sters. And that's about where 
the story ends. 
Unfortunately, the film­
makers didn't put much 
thought beyond that and the 
fact that they wanted as many 
explosions and shots of a 
burning Los Angeles to oc­
cupy the screen as possible. 
As a result, there are many 
problems with this movie. 
The mal·or issue I have 
with the fi m is its storyline. 
There is virtually no character 
development, as each soldier 
gets about a 30-second snip­
pet introducing them before 
they are sent into the action. 
Hence, every single character 
is an unsympathetic cliche. 
Interestingly enough, the 
most recognizable actors in 
Battle: LA are Aaron Eckhart 
(a.k.a. Harvey "Two-Face" 
Dent) and Bridget Moynahan 
(a.k.a. the former Mrs. Tom 
Brady). 
Now, it isn't necessarily a 
bad thing that there are no A­
list stars in this movie, but the 
casting is rretty much com­
pletely unmspired and seems 
to demonstrate just how un­
necessary the characters are 
in this movie - and that's 
never a good thing. 
Additionally, there is al­
most no useful dialogue in 
the movie to propel the story 
forward; hence, it all amounts 
to a whole bunch of scream­
ing and running around 
amidst extraterrestrial may­
hem. 
The cinematography is 
shaky, though the Visual ef­
fects are certainly outstand­
ing! A sequence where a bus 
full of our heroes meets up 
with the invaders on a precar­
ious highway overpass is 
loaded with all-too-real ex­
plosions and destruction (not 
to mention, the suspense will 
have you glued to the edge of 
your seat). 
However, it is unfortu­
nately very difficult to tell 
what is going on half the 
time. Each time another mem­
ber of the battalion is killed, I 
struggled to even see who it 
was, considering all the guys 
were wearing tne same outfit, 
and the film barely ever gives 
close-ups of the action. Also, 
because of this, it's very hard 
to care about any of the char­
acters, for we, the audience, 
never get to connect with 
them. 
Overall, Battle: LA succeeds 
in being semi-fun, wholly­
mindless escapism Were it 
not for the amazing audio 
and visual quality, this would 
be a throwaway summer 
blockbuster at best. 
Yet, because of the fantastic 
effects and the gung-ho en­
ergy that exudes from the 
screen, the film becomes 
watchable and yes, even en­
tertaining at times. Watch it 
for the tlirills, but don't ex­
pect anything more from this 
tired formula - countless 
other movies have done it 
better. 
IS mOVIe earne 2.5 
out of 5 bulldogs 
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'Lil Wayne' and 'Lady 

Mess d Movies: 

Mysterio 

(MCT Campus) 
By Jonathan De Costa 
Staff Writel' 
Rem ber Uncle Bob? He 
got a D,o.I. for drunkenly rid­
ing his bicycle into the side of 
a mechanic's garage. You 
know, Uncle Bob, he's the one 
who ripped out his fron t 
tooth just because someone 
double dog dared him to do 
it. Yeah, Uncle Bob was really 
messed In the head. 
What, you don 't have an 
Uncle like that? Well .. . neither 
do I. I was just using this en­
tirely and utterly fictional 
Uncle Bob as an example. You 
see, Uncle Bob is like the 
Gaga' co i g t 
•o ~I·l 
Call Ahead For 
FASTPICK-UP SERVICE 
Located at: HALL 1 7 
401 3 6620 
By Angela Marchio 
SASS Co-Chair 
On April 2, 2011, Bryant 
University and the Student 
Arts and Speaker Series will 
welcome performance painter 
David Garibaldi to Smithfield, 
RI. Garibaldi will be perform­
ing at 9pm in the Main Gym, 
creating 6-foot portraits of 
pop icons like Lil Wayne and 
Lady Gaga to set m Isic. This 
performance w ill be coupled 
with a. inspirational talk 
abou t Ii ing your life with 
purpose and passion. 
This event, will be the 
eleventh SASS event of the se­
mester, and is co-coordinated 
by seniors Cory Beaudoin, 
Cristine Cox and Erica Daw­
son, Associate Director of the 
Center for Student Involve­
ment Rich Hurley and Town­
house Area Director Betsy 
Knowles. 
The performance is being 
done in conjunction with the 
Student Programming Board, 
and comes on the heels of 
CSI's Spring Programming 
Day. Speaking about working 
with SPB, Cox says, "There 
movies I'm spotlighting. Uke Mes e Movie not only be­
Uncle Bob, these movies are cau se it is about child mo­
entirelv messed in the head . lestation, bul also because itAlso, Uncle Bob i,s fictional, has s vera! rape scenes. r've 
entirely and utterly fiction I, 
se n the movie several time , just like these movies. I really 
and I still cringe every time I don't have an Uncle Bob. 
see Some of the scenes. In theI think I somehow man­
end, it is worthwhile to 
aged to find a topic that is 
watch, because its moments of 
even more horrific than the beau ty are even more signifi­incest of last time: child mo­
cant against its terrible ack­lestation. Children are mo­ drop. lested all the time in this Have I outdone mvself 
coun try, yet we have a ten­
with OJdboy, and no';'" Myste­dency to tum a blind-eye. We 
rious Skin? Is anything as don't encourage children to 
messed up as the topics those
talk about it. There' s too 
movies cover? Is Uncle Bob 
much shame associated with 
real? Tune in soon to find out! being molested. That's why 
Mysterious Skin is an impor-
s Skin 

tant movie. Mysterious Skin 
poignantly handles child mo­
lestation; it serves as a vehicle 
by which viewers can have a 
mature conversation about 
the topic. 
Mysterious Skin tells the 
tragic t ale of two children, 
Neil and Brian, who were mo­
lested by their childhood 
baseball coach. Fast forward 
to teenage years, and they 
have predictably become 
quite messed up from their 
childhood experience . Neil, 
al ready harboring gay feel­
in gs before he was molested, 
becomes a male hustler. He 
becomes obsessed wiU older 
men. Brian, on the other 
hand, completel r blocks out 
all memorv of his molestation 
and replaces it with an alien 
abduction. 
The movie is a terrific char­
cter piece that shows how 
two people can come together 
and b uild up the ability to 
confront d terrible past. l t's a 
are some students who see 
SPB and SASS as competing 
groups - this is absolutely not 
true. I think co-sponsoring 
with SPB is an opportunity 
for the SASS committee and 
SPB to show the campus that 
we have the same goal - to 
provide events, speakers, and 
programs that appeal to the 
student body's interest." 
In terms of Garibaldi com­
109 to campus, thIS is a very 
different lype of program for 
ASS. It is the first time that 
the group is hosting an even! 
l<lter on a Saturday l ight. The 
group felt litis was necessary 
in order to reach out to as 
many students as possib le. 
They felt that by limiting 
themselves only to week 
nights events, they would be 
excluding students who take 
night classes. 
In addition to reaching out 
by using different time 
frames, SASS has tried to 
broaden their focus. This 
years committee has worked 
hard to incorporate the arts 
into their lineup. When asked 
why SASS wanted to bring a 
performance painter, Cox 
Unleashed 

atmosph re 

By Matt Llewellyn 
Contributing Writer 
Blackie's Bulldog Tavem­
"Unleashed Atmosphere" ap­
pears in bold letters bellow a 
large portrait of a cigar smok­
ing, bmte bulldog sporting a 
1920's bowler hat - the por­
trait and catchphrase are em­
bedded into the over-sized 
door mat of Smithfield's 
newest Restaurant. 
As YOll enter the tavern, 
another motto "Eat or be 
Eaten" and several portrails 
f buIld gs can be viewed on 
the establishments floors and 
walls. Blackie's Bulldog tav­
ern has in aded- and to be 
periectly honest- taken over 
the building that was once 
Rocco Italian Osteria on 
George Wa hingto Highway 
The owners and lop man­
agement of Rocco, once a fine 
dining E:'stabhshment that was 
meant to gJvt: Smithfield a 
taste f the Historic Fed ral 
Hill, thought it W <l. time to 
glve the town a new tas le, or,. 
more ap propriately, a new 
treat. 
Blackie's/ still possessing 
the roman columns and mar­
ble bar of the owner's last 
restaurant venture, has imple­
mented several changes to 
transform the place into a se­
rious dog pound eatery. 
Th se changes can be imme­
diately noticed in the decor-­
new furnishings that give the 
in terior a real aggressive 
sports bar ambiance, as well 
as gracing the walls with over 
ten large flat screen televi­
sions that supply prime view­
ing angles to the entire 
restaurant. 
The menu was house bro­
ken as well. Delicious 
hopped salads and generous 
appetizers accompany a 
menu of bold and classic fla­
vors: wruch includ e (bu t are 
not limited to) Tangy pulled 
pork, homemade sweet potato 
fries, and a dish that no one 
could shake a stick at- the 
Blackie Burger. 
The tavern's menu of com­
fort food is paired with prices 
that compare to other local es­
tablishments, and is compli­
mented and served by a 
courteous, wdl train ed wait 
staff-- several of whom made 
the switch from Rocco. 
Also, 1e tavern 's bar is 
m<mned by fnendl y and ex­
h' mely talen ted mixol gists 
who have serious command 
over Blackie' · innovative 
cocktail list, which L .. made 
a" ilable to lhos ver 21 
yf'ars 01' age 
Jeanme Iannucci, Blad Ie'" 
general manager, says the 
n w place has be n a hit, so 
much so that they are opening 
a cocktail lounge upstair 
from the dining room to com­
pliment to the new age tavern 
that can get pretty lively on 
the weekends. 
Fetch'em to Blackie's to 
catch any sports action from 
the Nfl, MLB, NBA or NHY 
any day or just to relax and 
enjoy a bite -open at 4 pm on 
weekdays and 12 pm on Sat­
urday and Sunday. 
Visit their w bsite, 
www,blackiesbull ogtavem.c 
am, for more specifics and 
specials. Unl ash yourself 
from the old routine, and 
check out this new option 
close to campus. 
Bryant! 

says, "performance painting is 
an exciting way to watch 
paint dry - really! You can 
watch a six-foot canvas be 
transformed into the likeness 
of your favorite pop or histor­
ical icon in a lively, concert­
like atmosphere! It's exciting, 
fun, and different and that's 
what SASS is all about." SASS 
is looking forward to 
Garibaldi's visit and bringing 
the ar ts to campus. 
Tic1<ets are available in CSI 
un b14:30pm on Friday. Tick~ 
ets are also available all week 
at our Promotions Table In the 
ATM Foyer. Tickets will also 
be available Friday and Satur­
day n igh t outside of Sa]man­
son as well as during 
Saturday'S brunch outside of 
South Dining Hall! 
Did You Know? 
"/fIll
MbU1SfjjtJentJ 
E-mail 
archWaYGbryantedu 
for meritmformation. 
-- .------------~~ 
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Bryant gets retro with 
The Dating Game 
By Ashley Fullard 
Staff Writer 
Last Friday, Zeta Phi Beta 
Sorority, Inc. hosted Bryant's 
very first "Dating Game" here 
in South Dining Hall. The 
Dating Game was a popular 
game show in the 1960's that 
allowed total strangers a 
chance to find love. There was 
a dater that asked three con­
testants various questions to 
assess their"date-ability," 
and the contestant with the 
best responses was chosen to 
go on a romantic date with 
the dater. 
In Bryant's version of the 
The Dating Game, the win­
ning contestants had the op­
portunity to have a fun-filled 
night at Dave and Busters! 
The game was hosted by none 
other than Bryant's favorite 
couple, Norah Justin and Jor­
dan Brown. They entertained 
the audience with their play­
ful banter toward one another 
and kept the crowd roaring 
with laughter the whole 
night. 
There were three total 
rounds: two with female 
daters and male contestants 
and one with a male dater 
and female contestants. The 
questions posed to the daters 
were just as funny and risque 
as the contestants themselves. 
With such questions like, 
"What is your favorite bed­
side condiment?" and, "What 
are your top three songs to 
get your lady in the mood?" 
the room was filled with smil­
ing, blushing faces. As a con­
testant myself I got the chance 
to partake in the game, and 
although I didn't win, I en­
joyed my round nonetheless. 
This is just one of the many 
events the sisters of ZPB have 
hosted this month. Earlier this 
month, ZPB hosted Bryant 
Taste, an event in which stu­
dents and faculty paid a small 
price and got the chance to try 
many different foods cooked 
by various students and fac­
ulty. Later this year, they will 
be hosting their annual health 
fair which raises awareness 
for many different aliments 
and diseases that affect the 
Bryant community. 
Overall, Bryant's version of 
The Dating Game was very 
successful, attracting many 
different Bryant students. 
Hopefully the Zetas continue 
to host events such as this that 
alJow the Bryant community a 
chance to kick back and enjoy 
themselves for awhile. 
Photos of Gloucester, MA 

The Birth of 

Communication 

By Alex Scelzo 
The mind chums 

And an electric thought bur s 

To esc pe, t be known, to be heard 

Even if it may seem absurd . 

So the thought in mind beseeches 

To join the concrete of reality's 

reaches 

For it would rather not be lost in 

void 

Or even worse, to be destroyed. 

And thus the thought rushes to the 

lips 

Or to a writer's fingertips 

To shape and morph forevermore 

The world which can never ignore. 

Because once the mind lets free the 

thought 

It is not easily forgot 

By those who hear and those who 

see 

Who will now repeat this though in­

finitely. 

However what is not assured 

Is whether the initial meaning is se­

cured. 

For once the thought leaps from the 

mind 

Its purity has forever been resigned. 

But fear not! For this is good 

For when a thought's not under­

stood 

It gives birth to a million more 

Differed thoughts which also yearn 

to explore. 

How do the things we say differ from how oth­
ers interpret them? When do we decide that it is 
better to share a thought rather than to simply 
contemplate it? A German philosopher, Jurgen 
Habermas, has brought his own theory to how 
human beings act in society. 
Habermas believes that the act of speech ex­
tends far beyond the simple process oJ speaking 
and listenin . Rather, each illcidence ofspeaking 
delves deeply into a realm of the social world, 
where all the listeners may develop a different in­
terpretation on what was said. While some may 
understand the meaning of the speaker, others 
may con:pletely misinterpret the speech. For in­
stance, if one person says something simple to an­
other such as, "Get some soda," the listener mall 
ask himself: "Why?", "What kind?", "Where?" 
or "For him or us?". The separation between 
speech and interpretation leads to Habermas' 
main theory of communication based around the 
desire .of mutual u,!der~tanding between ,hum.ans. 
ThIs poem was znspZ1' d by Habermas soczal 
theon! as discussed in Jennifer Horan's Philoso­
phy lass. ­
In 
"I didn't know John for a very 
long time, but that doe:. 't me.)n 
that he didn't have an impact on 
me! He was such a fun n to 
be round, hIS subtle humor al­
ways had everyone laughing at 
our rehearsals! His p resence on 
stage was unlike any o ther; he 
worked so hard at everything he 
did." 
-Maggie Kerme 
"Though I wasn't in the pia 'with 
John, I met him sever"l times dur­
IIlg rehearsal. He d idn't know e, 
and I W<I a campI tt> st ranger to 
h im, but h wa!> so ni to me any­
\\" \". II d idn't Ldr if ( w .; ne\ 
•. I remember hl'n John w <: the 
announcer in C rca tw v ars 
ago. He had to slap lan's butt and 
John just would not s ap hard 
t!l\ough. He W ilS afraid that he 
would hurt Ies!;, who played Jan, 
and so we had him practice on 
stage over and over until hc 
slappt-d it just hard enough to ~ct 
.'In audience rC.lction," 
-Stc hame Rochefort 
" ( got t k w J hn JllTlng hiS 
or t "how. At the dst dinner John 
anJ hi. m m sat ...t 1 nd \t' 
h.l ,fun evening. Th s j<: when I 
\ <IS hr exp <:ed to 1o n's dry and 
' jttv sens' f h ( r. ce v u 
understood Jo n ' humor it W IS 
like being ac p l 'd into tht> Io 1 
club where there d ah 'ays fun." 
-Colby Challenger 
"John was the kind of kid with a 
very dry sense of humor who 
lov d acting and made those 
around him laugh, He will never 
be forgotten and each perform­
ance will be in honor of his spirit 
and dedication." 
-Mary Green 
ory of John 
1989-2011 
The Arch ay w uld like to dedicate thi i U In memory of John 
Gardner. He will be missed by the entire Bryant Commuruty. 
H. KDAI E ­ John Cal..:b Gardner, ~1, pa:.sed aW<lY un Saturday, 
March 19, 2011, i the presence of IDSlovmg family atter a vear I n ~ bat­
tle with cancer. 
101m IS survived by his paff'nts, Les Gardner and Nancy (Ainsworth) 
Gardm r; an older br ther, Bt>njdmin Card er of Groton, ::1'; two grand­
mothers, Doris Amswort of Washington, NC d Elizabeth Gardner of 
Bar Harbor, ME. He was predecease' by his tw o grand fat cr ,Henry 
Ainswoth of W tborough, MA ~md C. Holmes Gardner of Presque lsI " 
ME. John W.1S also I<,ved b 1 many aunts, uncle , cou in. and friend . . 
101m wa.;; born on OVl' fU 'f 1.5 19~1) In WOrCl! 't~f. fA and lived hl~ 
t:n ' li te i 1 the h skdale ' tion of Sturbndg~, . From " young ";l' 
l tl 1 k\ d anim.l :J n " . lUf(' ,mJ n·ading John h.l d J wundertll l 
dry ns of humor. A i John 'ot Idl.'T, hI: beC.lm in .Ived 'th pdm t­
in r Poke } Ie gtIt.!s .md . la~ I 1ft Th h'r C,lnl fohn ~ ,dua l 'u ! Iom 
Tant..JSqu.l egiona i 1 cho I it 200 'her ' hl' ';\a'i u voh cd w i! , 
~ho\\ Choir, l. ra \.'l!r5, M.1th Te.lln, ( .aminl-i Club and th Dr.lII1.l ( lub. 
J h h,ld th~ opportunity to perfllrm with e Choral rs at Sa. ilica .. in 
tal) and Au <;tria. Mo:;t recently John .Itt ndcd 'ryanl Uoi . Nit ' a 
junwr as an Actuarial Math m~lor and he a ' im o)vcd With Brvant the­
at 'r productlOl1S and B ant Sin~t' r!;, John 'nl' y d Vdl.lt iomng eclcil Au-
b'Ust in Owl's Head, ME WIth hi . fa rmJ . .and tIll' t,Jui J .' .amily. John 
·ill mls ~d on earth but f' il 'l' the promL<;e of .1 reunion with him 
in Heav ·n . 
Th~ 1emorial St'rvicc, ilh Collation to follow, was held on Saturday. 
March 26, 2011 , at 1]:01 a.m. at the Federated Church of S frbridge and 
Fiskdale, 8 MapJe Street, Sturbridge, MA, In mt'mory of John, donations 
may be made to Vista Care Hospire, 2 Willow Stn..>et, Suite 102, South­
borough, MA 01745 or The Dream Foundation, 1528 ChapaJa Street, 
Suit ' 304, Santa Barbara, CA 93101. 
r er 
"John \ a. a ~at mend and swte­
matI.', I will never for t shanng 
the tag with him through the 
Bryant Play rs: 
-,KevJOJavier 
"Joh was _ a gfl'at actor and a 
great father withm the two sho ' !'i 
at ad fa tht>rs in thl'm. I had the 
great pll'asure t h alt' him pi y 
my tath 'r in Cheaper by th 
D UZL'n, • nd' t iI.., such a p)t!"a~iU 
tin with hi . Ht· \ ill b mi. 'd 
bv <1 11 
- an 'olud lin 
"Jo n (..Jrdrwr is described by 
h IS friend: as cndk ly carmg, 
funny, and intelligent. Throughout 
hIS 21 ye.ars of hfe, r hn Ii ed w ith 
passion and kindnes.. He W .IS th~ 
fir3t to befriend a new sh.tdent or a 
lonely ~er. Jolm loved the arts 
and was an extr m "y talent.ed 
arti t, sinK(!r, cmd .Jctor. He's one of 
the f~w men that J'v evf'T n win 
ov r an ,-"nbTe aud i ce and g ' t 
thl m b ug' ing lI'i1h three simple 
wor "N" m 'om om" J<.hnd -
Ltg t ed. m p tl rtio p.lting JIl choral 
gn up uch as t> Ta ta.. ua 
C; ' gel " .1 d .ur 'eryownBnant 
'ing r . } t ' h<ld the pri 'liege 01 
liln!;1n at H,l!'iIIiCil ~ in wly od 
. ustri 
c \ nlv thing bigg~ t ,l t Jl)hn 'S 
ove 01 Pokt'IIlon, '.:I the 10 '~ and 
10) Jl ty he ho\\ ed hi. f 'end' on a 
dally I a'll . I had t 1~ p ri i1l'ge of 
ht-ing able to c 1 John my fri\.'l1d 
an 'I truly ble d t{ h ve 
known him. "Be auSl~ Tknew you, I 
haVL' been changed. for guod" and 
withou t doubt I say that his spirit 
will live on in all thOSE' who ha e 
the urage to be Ihemselws, and 
love th 'ir friend. and family with 
everything they have. Rest In Peace 
my friend; we11 see you again 
someday." 
-Maggie Jones 
"1 originalIy joined ~he Bryant Players because of the seru of family .'Ind community the group fostered. John 
Gardner was a very bIg part of that family, and he will be missed, but his spirit will live on m our hearts. John was 
a kind, loving and passionate person with an extremely insightful mind and a great sense of humor. I feel the 
world would be a better place if more people were like John.] feel that the best way we can honor h i. life is by tak­
ing part of his kindness, pa . on, humor, .and love and sharing it with otheTs." 
-John Botte 
